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pickups were designated as J and J models the series was dropped in until , then as J10 and
J20 models from to From to Jeep pickups offered the AMC cu in 5. For , Jeep J pickups included
Dana's manual four-wheel-drive system, a more powerful cu in 4. The Honcho was a trim
package on the J10 pickup, offered from It consisted of bold striping and decals, and was
offered with factory extras such as the Levi's interior or a roll bar. The content of the Honcho
package varied from year to year, but "always included the wide-track look of the Cherokee
Chief. The Honcho package was only available on the sportside stepside and short bed trucks.
Between and , only 1, of the sportside versions were produced. Give us a call today at: and our
knowledgeable sales staff will assist you. He babied that truck and it always shined like a new
penny. But eventually, he got tired of having to always be in close proximity to a gas station and
being broke and sold it for a boring new F I wonder whatever happened to his Golden Eagle and
whether it still survives somewhere? I agree with the seller who states this truck is rare but the
asking price has me scratching my head. The rockers are solid which is very encouraging and it
would be nice to see pictures of the tailgate and bed as well, but none are provided. The chrome
front bumper looks perfect as does the trim on the nose of the truck and around all of the glass.
The factory roll bar with lights and brush guard are present and the trademark gold wheels look
great with no scratches. Lots of photos are provided of the underside of the truck where new
leaf springs and shocks can be seen along with a couple of close-up shots of the frame,
appearing solid with only minimal surface rust. The interior looks a little tired but very clean.
Although the dash is warped and there is some sag in the door panels and seat covers,
everything appears original and intact. The seller mentions there is a need for replacement
speakers, however. Check out the steering column shift indicator â€” another cool feature of
classic trucks like this J The truck shows 99, miles. So has this J10 been pampered over the
past 40 years? And when the sun is out I bet this Golden Eagle shines. That was a pretty good
deal for a Golden Eagle J truck. No shots of the tailgate but if it was straight and not rusty, this
Jeep truck was in real good shape compared to others. The 79 front bumper was chromed
aluminum and never lasted very long. The fact that this one is still nice and shiny is a big plus.
Clear coating to preserve the patina is way cheaper than cutting out rust, welding in new metal,
smoothing dents, filling, sanding, guide coating, refilling, primering, two coats, wet sandingâ€¦..
This is only the third- ever Golden Eagle I can quickly recall seeing. They are indeed a rare to
find, even rarer in decent shape. Steep or not, the market does speak for itself. Great find! I have
regretted the day I sold it ever since. That was my 79 and I replaced it with a 77 j10 Golden
eagle, also with a I also have a 77 cj5, a 79 cj7 and a 79 cherokee, all golden eagles. Hey Rob
,nice collection! This was my 79 j I only sold it to replace it with a a 77 golden eagle j10 truckâ€¦ I
also have a 79 Cherokee Golden eagle, a mint 77 Cj5 golden eagle and I just picked up a 79 cj 7
Golden eagle.! Nice to see another jeepaholic!! Dan, I have seen that reported as of late, I think it
came from Chrysler. I pretty much lived at the local Jeep dealer through that period, and the
Golden Eagles were the thing I wanted most I currently own 4, and have owned another 7, and I
still own a number of other rare Jeeps from the AMC era. The Laredo was supposed to replace
the Golden Eagle in I have never seen a factory Golden Eagle, brochure or anything after the
model year, though I have seen a number of clones. My hypothesis is that dealerships were
taking the decals and putting them on non GE Jeeps, as evidenced by lack of options on many
of those, etc. Rob, I believe you are correct. Rob, It sounds like you lived the era and got hooked
like me. That is interesting about the GE not made after I agree that the ones I have seen have
been repaints and could very likely be clones. All of mine are wearing the original paint and
decals,other than the CJ 5, which I have had since I kept the original hood when I frame off
restored it. It is now a wall hanger in my shop.. My Cherokee is a 79 and that is the latest year I
have had, other than this 79 j As I remember the 77 was only available in Oak Leaf Brown and
the first year was the only year of the limited edition. I bought my 79 Cherokee from a woman
near Boulder Colorado, small world! It was very well taken care of and has the with the 4 speed
stickshift. It is a great driver and gets compliments every time I take it out. I did you buy the tan
one which was here? Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured
on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email
to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jay
B. More: Jeep. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Red Riley. L Clark Member. Hey, I
drove a Golden Eagle in high school! Small world. Dan Perry. Nice, excellent collection yourself!
Yeah, I maaaaay have a few too manyâ€¦ lol. Dan, goldeneagle at gmail dott comm. Jason
Longton Jr. Dan Peery. Jason, was the last year of the golden eagle , j10 and CJ. Rob, I bought
my 79 Cherokee from a woman near Boulder Colorado, small world! It is a great driver and gets

compliments every time I take it out 1. Recent Finds Dual Quads? Field Find: Chevrolet
Suburban. Rare Fins: Cadillac Eldorado Seville. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:.
Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to
our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! A
few years ago I did some major work to my buddy's J While I had it at the house my girlfriend
now my wife fell in love with the truck. I continue to help my buddy with all his projects and just
being there when he needs a hand. We get to talking about how the truck is looking pitiful
sitting in the driveway. All the while we are putting all our time into building his super charged
LX Fox body Mustang. He says he's debating parting the J truck because he can get way more
money for it than selling it outright. I told him if he did that Steph would never forgive him and
she would be heartbroken. He asked if she really wanted it? I told him that she absolutely loves
it and has wanted it from the day she saw it. I couldn't find the words to thank him. I know how
much time, blood, sweat, tears and money has went went into that truck. To say I'm excited for
her is an understatement. It is such a cool rig and will fit nicely beside her 48 F1. Manche 6
posts. JMO 3 posts. March 9, That's a cool truck. That is one awesome Gladiator. I think I need
better friends. He is a great guy. We were in the Marine Corps together and have remained close
friends ever since. He lives less than 3 miles from me now and we hang out every chance we
can get. There are only "good" friends. As for the Gladiator Nice frickin' truck! Gonna have to
take it for a spin in May! Damn that's pretty. We got the J10 home last night. She runs great
now. I also washed and waxed it. It has been sitting for about 2 years outside untouched. She
looks amazing now! I'll go ahead and haul my trailer down and just take that home with me. I'm
building her a super charged 5. No it has a SBC in it. It runs great but the entire suspension,
brake and steering systems are down right dangerous. We are chassis swapping it onto a 99
Explorer. That way it will be all Ford. Smart move. My Dad had a '52 that looked like that. Died in
that truck. A dead wagon for sure. Totally unforgiving frame and steering column. Glad to know
you are putting the body over something safer. How will you lift the body off without mangling
it? Cool way of releasing the hood latch on them. I plan on using a "GM" column so it has the
collapsible feature. I also plan to add 3 point seat belts. To lift the cab I will use a engine hoist
through the door and put eye bolts in the floor to lift it evenly. Prev 1 2 3 Next Page 1 of 3.
Recommended Posts. Posted March 9, Fast forward a few years and we're married and settled
down in a permanent home. Link to post Share on other sites. Replies 56 Created 1 yr Last
Reply Dec Top Posters In This Topic 22 6 4 3. Popular Posts Darren March 9, Posted Images.
Darren Posted March 9, That's a hell of a buddy. Jargon Posted March 9, Your buddy sounds
cool too! Eagle Posted March 9, Sounds like you have a great wife and a great friend. Be good
to both of them. JMO Posted March 9, This is just awesome all the way around. Minuit Posted
March 9, If we break her truck she'll kick both of our asses! Posted April 20, Posted April 21,
Manche Posted April 21, You have an expanding stable of toys. Still have a 6 volt system? A
man with a plan. Send us a pic the body airborne. Followers 3. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign
Up. For more information go to From to , it was assigned with the J, J, J, and J designation
before being called the J10 in Sharing the same body mold with the Jeep Cherokee and
Wagoner, the J10 was designed with a 7-foot bed on a inch wheelbase. A larger 8-foot box on a
inch wheelbase was also offered on the Jeep J The Honcho designation became the J10's most
common nicknames. The J10 Honcho incorporated the wide-track look of the Jeep Cherokee
Chief, giving it a meaner stance. Levi's Strauss and Company provided the Honcho's exterior
while a roll bar set was also installed in the vehicle. Considered as the most obscure Jeep J10
model, the trim package was the trendiest amongst the J10 models. It was named after the CB
Citizen's Band trucker craze back in the 's. An optional CB radio and trucker style body
graphics were prominent on this particular model. A lot of parts from different vehicles were
donated to the Jeep J10 later in its production. This includes a Chevrolet transmission mount, a
General Motors steering column, Motorcraft ignition, and a Ford air conditioning unit. It's also
known as the "five quarter ton truck". Mopar, Chrysler Group's automobile parts service arm,
designed a concept vehicle in In , a smaller version of the J10 was developed. Called the Jeep
Scrambler pickup, it was briefly shown at the North American Dealer's Association before it was
prematurely pulled out. Carrying the legacy of its older brother, the Jeep Gladiator, the J10
J-Series pickup truck was offered in three trim packages: the Golden Eagle, , and Honcho. The
Jeep Honcho became the most popular among the J10 model series line, which featured a
Levi's Jeans interior and a roll bar. The Jeep J10 was powered by a cubic inch V8 engine that
could give out horsepower. A lot of Jeep enthusiasts loved the J10 for its mean stance and
all-around rugged functionality. Just like most vehicles, Jeep J10 owners should be aware of
their vehicles common problems, and prepare themselves if they encounter these issues. One
of the most common problems with the Jeep J10 is its manual transmission. Offering a 3-speed
auto and a 4-speed manual transmission, the J10's manual transmission often failed to engage

when placed in the first gear. According to reports, the original production lubricant provided
wasn't adequate enough to protect the transmission's first gear. Owners had a hard time
shifting gears which lead to gear failure for some. In , Chrysler recalled more than 13, J10 Jeeps
to fix the problem with the manual transmission. Owners were advised to bring their vehicles to
the dealers, while dealers were instructed to replace the original production lubricant at no
charge to the J10 owner. The Jeep J10's fuel system also had several problems-specifically the
year model. The above-mentioned aftermarket fuel pumps were shipped between August and
July In , more than 34, units were affected by Federal-Mogul's advisory. A notification campaign
was launched by Federal-Mogul advising owners to contact their company for a fuel pump
replacement-free of charge-to avoid creating a potential fire hazard due to the defective fuel
pump. Another common concern encountered by J10 owners was the faulty vehicle speed
control. The cruise control module didn't respond accordingly, and was inconsistent at times.
The faulty module needed to be replaced because the driver may lose control of the vehicle,
leading to an accident. In , a total of 3, Jeep J10's were affected by the vehicle speed control
problem. Owners were advised by Chrysler to bring their units to the dealer to have the module
replaced. After decades of service, your Jeep J10 seems to get better in time, like wine. Sure, it
has acquired a bit of rust here and there, and has needed some parts replaced, but when it
comes to performance, it's just like no time has passed. No snow or mud has stopped this
truck. And when it comes to towing, well, let's just say it can haul pretty much anything you
attach to it. And that's exactly why you can't part with it easily. I mean, why have your truck
retired when it is still clearly capable of getting things done? So, if you're not ready to say
goodbye to your truck yet, here are ways on how you can add more years to it. Through the
years, your truck has probably weathered several storms, floods, and snow, all of which have
given your truck bed a hard time. Your truck bed may have already begun rusting up, or still on
the brink of corroding. Either way, it's never too late to protect it by covering it. Giving it a cover
helps avoid getting it further damaged because of the harmful environmental conditions it is
being exposed to. Remember, your truck bed is the reason you needed a truck in the first place,
right? To haul things and carry heavy items across a distance. Yes, your car Jeep J10 was built
to plow through snow and tow things. It can do a lot of those things, but don't forget, your truck
is no superhero. It can transport a lot of load but make sure that it doesn't exceed the amount of
what it can actually carry. It has been with you for some time now and you pretty much have an
idea of the amount of cargo it can transport at a time. So, stick to it and don't consider trying to
move more than what your truck can. You may think that you can try for once to exceed beyond
its capacity, but there's a possibility that it's not going to be a one-time thing. So, don't go
thinking up crazy ideas of overloading your truck if you don't want it to have an early retirement.
Every car needs to be washed from time to time. And your truck is no exception. Don't think that
just because it's doing heavy work that it doesn't need to look good anymore. Because the truth
is, a car wash isn't just meant to make your ride look clean and new, it also helps keep it
protected from all the harmful debris that it has accumulated. If your truck's usual route is
through rough terrain or rural areas, then it has probably gotten itself stuck with mud, leaves,
twigs, and even animal poop. Those things are not only filthy, but are also harmful to your
truck's bodywork as they contain organic chemicals that react to paint, which causes the paint
to chip off, making your truck vulnerable to corrosion. So make sure to wash your truck, and
wash it thoroughly to remove all unwanted debris. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
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